Abstract. Seismic source and wave propagation theories allow seismologists to compute long period synthetic seismograms that commonly match even subtle details of observed waveshapes, but the overall trace amplitudes must be scaled by arbitrary facton to emphasize the excellent waveshape correspondence. This unexplained amplitude scatter causes considerable difficulties when formally inverting observed waveforms for seismic source parameters. Omnilinear inversion simultaneously determines the linear model parameters and trace scaling factors to minimize the mismatch between observed and synthetic seismograms. 
Introduction
Convolution appears in nearly every facet of geophysics. A typical situation is where some observed function results from the convolution of two functions, with one function "reasonably well-known" and the other function unknown. In many applications, the observed function is a time series, e.g., a seismogram. Since convolution is a linear operation, deconvolution of the unknown function is a linear inverse problem. Unfortunately, inversion of the convolution integral is fraught with problems (see e.g., Parker, 1977) .
For the particular application of deconvolution of earthquake source time functions from body wave seismograms, problems arise since the "reasonably well-known" function (the earthquake Green's function) contains only a certain band of frequencies, and also possesses spectral holes within this passband (see Ruff and Kanamori, 1983) . To obtain a more reliable source time function for a particular earthquake, one could deconvolve several seismograms to produce multiple estimates of the source time function, or even better, simultaneously invert several seismograms for a single "best" source time function. This latter procedure is particularly appropriate for small to intermediate size earthquakes (up to magnitude 7).
Unfommately, we encounter another problem when simultaneously inverting long period P and S waveforms: while the waveshapes can be matched extremely well, unexplained absoCopyright 1989 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 89GL01509. 0094-8276 / 89 / 89GL-01509503.00 lute amplitude variations of a factor of two or more degrade the significance of the solution. Recognition of this amplitude scatter began as early as the original development of the magnitude scales by Richter and Gutenberg, who also established the practice of using log averages for amplitude data. Although we now have better theories and computational schemes to account for earthquake radiation patterns and the subsequent wave propagation effects, the amplitude scatter remains. In fact, many seismologists will simply scale the seismograms in an ad hoc fashion to produce the best match when using long period P and/or S waves. Note that amplitude scatter is a special type of "noise"; it does not conform to the typical assumption of normally distributed, uncorrelated, additive noise. It is time to formally acknowledge and accommodate the scaling factor incompatibility when inverting a set of waveforms. Omnilinear inversion achieves this goal. improve model reliability. The robustness of omnilinear inversion makes scale factor determination quite reliable. But does omnilinear inversion work for real seismograms?
The Table 1 and Fig. 5 ). The procedure is the same as for the synthetic test (V•6.7 km/s, t*v=l s, t's--4 s); the error curves for "standard" and omnilinear inversion are plotted in Figure 6 . The best focal depth is 36 km, and omnilinear inversion reduces e from 0.40 to 0.35 at this depth. Figure 5 shows the omnilinear solution at the best depth. Note that the diffracted P wave at AAE is scaled up by a factor of two. The SH wave amplitude at COL is quite compatible with the P wave amplitudes. Omnilinear inversion enhances the error minimum at 36 km to better resolve the focal depth, thus supporting the earlier conclusion of Tichelaar and Ruff (1988) .
Conclusions
The future of waveform inversion studies is to extract more detailed, yet more reliable, quantitative information about both earthquakes and earth structure. A major source of incompatibility between observed and synthetic waveforms is amplitude scatter. Omnilinear inversion explicitly includes and determines these seismogram scale factors. Future investigations shall tell whether these scale factors are useful for earth structure studies. Application of omnilinear inversion to P and SH waves from the northern Honshu underthrusting earthquake of July 5, 1968 confirms that the downdip edge of the seismically coupled zone extends no deeper than 40 km in this region.
